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Moore’s law has led to the doubling of transistors every 18 months. This trend is continuing and is leading to the 
integration of a billion transistors onto a single IC.  However, Moore’s law is beginning to meet its limit for mixed 
signal integration where multiple domains such as digital, RF/analog, optical, MEMs and nano/bio devices have to be 
integrated into a single IC. This bottleneck is due to a combination of technical and business reasons. 
This bottleneck can be alleviated using the substrate or package for integration. This has led to the integration of 
multiple functions into the substrate such as digital, RF/analog, optical, MEMs and nano/bio devices along with dies 
from multiple domains. Both from a technical and business standpoint, this approach is a better alternative to System on 
a Chip (SoC) approach. Also called System on  Package (SoP), this integration is becoming the next Moore’s law.  
In this presentation, heterogeneous integration in organic substrates will be presented with focus on electronic and 
nano/bio systems. 
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